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INTERSTATE COMPETITION AND POLITICAL CHANGE DAVID HUGH-JONES



A BSTRACT. Previous political economy theories of globalization have focused on factor mobility’s effect on different social groups. But factor mobility also increases competition between state rulers in providing services for their citizens. I ask how this interstate competition affects the process of political change in individual countries. In a simple model, interstate competition substitutes for democracy, by forcing rulers to invest in public goods so as to avoid capital and labor leaving the country. As a result, citizens are less willing to struggle for democracy, and rulers are less willing to oppose it, when interstate competition is strong. Therefore, there is less conflict over the level of democracy. The theory is tested on a panel of countries. States which are open to trade, or close to migration destinations, experience fewer changes towards and away from democracy. The evidence is strengthened by including variables from an alternative class-based theory.
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"Supposing I’m now 21, 22, what would I do? I would not be absorbed in wanting to change life in Singapore....Why should I go and undertake this job and spend my whole life pushing this for a lot of people for whom nothing is good enough? I will have a fall-back position, which many are doing – have a house in Perth or Vancouver or Sydney, or an apartment in London...” – Lee Kuan Yew



Date: 7 January 2010. An early version of this paper was presented at MPSA and APSA 2009. Many thanks to all who helped with feedback or comments: in no particular order, David Austen-Smith, participants at EITM Summer School 2007, Rebecca Morton, Robert Gold, Stephan Heblich, Hugh Ward, Vittoria Levati, Ondrej Rydval, Aya Kachi, David Reinstein, Xun Cao, Tommaso Ciarli and especially Thomas Plümper. All responsibility for errors is my own. 1
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1. I NTRODUCTION In recent history, it has become easier for capital and labor to move between countries, a fact known as globalization. How does this affect the political process within individual countries? In answering this question, political scientists have focused on horizontal models of conflict, either between industry interest groups or different social classes, and have drawn lessons from models of international trade (Rogowski, 1989). In doing so, they have assumed that the state faithfully reflects the relative power of society’s different coalitions. This paper takes a different approach, and examines the vertical conflict between rulers and ruled. Rulers in every country have and pursue their own interests; unless they are constrained, they may do so at the expense of the governed. As a result, globalization not only affects the terms of economic competition between producers in different countries, it also increases competition between rulers themselves. Understanding how globalization affects politics means understanding how competition between governments affects politics. One fundamental effect of globalization is the reduction of slack within the political system itself: when labor and capital can exit easily from their rule, rulers can extract less rent from the political process. Thus, globalization can be a substitute for another way to limit rulers’ extraction – the democratic process. Democracy allows bad governments to be replaced in an orderly fashion. Since factor mobility is a substitute for democracy, citizens have less demand for democracy when factors are mobile. Similarly, rulers have less incentive to resist democratic reforms, because factor mobility limits the potential gains from doing so. The overall effect of globalization is to reduce conflict over the level of democracy. As a result, political systems are simply less prone to change, either towards or away from democracy. Existing work has generated a rich set of empirical results, explaining the historical process of coalition formation between classes and interest groups in (mainly) Western democracies, as a result of the threats and opportunities posed by international competition. But political rent-seeking has been left out of the picture. Putting it back in is especially likely to yield better theory in the many developing countries where unconstrained, predatory rulers are a central feature of politics. It also has practical implications. For instance, the recently-launched Charter Cities Foundation encourages rich and poor countries, working in partnership, to set up charter cities – new statelets with settled laws and sound management, to which citizens could
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migrate. This is explicitly meant as an alternative to the normal political process of “change from within” (Charter Cities Foundation 2009). Existing theory has little to say about how the implementation of these radical ideas would affect politics in surrounding states. This paper attempts to fill that gap. It asks how increasing interstate competition will affect both citizens’ demand for democratic reforms, and rulers’ willingness to prevent them. The answers, from a model of a one-factor economy in which all citizens wish rulers to invest in efficiency-improving public goods, then generate a new prediction about political change in closed and open economies. Closed economies will have more conflict over, and therefore plausibly more changes in, the level of democracy, than open economies. Instead of seeing democratization as a once-and-for-all process, I seek to explain why in some countries, politics is conflictual while in others it is stable. I develop this approach in a simple formal model on the lines of Olson (1993). Self-interested rulers are bandits. Democracy provides a benefit: bandits can be replaced by their rivals who may be public-spirited. It also has a cost: bandits who expect to be replaced have a shorter time horizon and are less likely to make investments which increase growth and the future tax base.1 In general, the optimal level of democracy balances these two forces. Interstate competition affects this trade-off. By imposing a minimum welfare level which a ruler must satisfy in order to prevent labor and assets moving to more attractive regimes, it makes self-interested rulers less harmful compared to the public-spirited type, and so lessens the benefit of democracy. As a result, interstate competition and democracy are substitutes for citizens; more of one means citizens demand less of the other. (However, the free market in jurisdictions is not a universal panacea. Section 3.4 shows that very high levels of interstate competition can harm welfare by encouraging rulers to plunder rather than invest.) On the other hand, external competition constrains rulers and limits their profits, making it less beneficial to stay in office. Therefore, an increase in external competition lowers rulers’ willingness to fight against democratization. Putting these incentives together, there is more (less) underlying conflict over the level of democracy as external competition falls (rises). In a very simple model
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Bates (2008) makes this argument in depth for the case of modern Africa.
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of political change, more underlying conflict means more shifts, both up and down, in the level of democracy. Thus, the theory predicts that in countries where factors can easily exit, both kinds of shift should be rarer. I test this prediction on a panel of countries over 1950-2006. This period covers the second and third “waves” of democratization, in which first ex-colonies, then ex-Communist states formed their political systems, which makes it a particularly interesting testing-ground. I examine the process of political change in these countries, including both changes towards and away from democracy. To measure capital mobility, I use trade openness. To measure labour mobility, I use predicted migration levels, from a regression of emigrant stocks on distance to major immigration destinations and population. As the theory predicts, both measures are associated with fewer changes towards and away from democracy. After checking the robustness of my results, I then extend the empirical model to jointly test predictions from the vertical theory and the factor-based theory. Although the factor-based theory also has explanatory power, the vertical theory is more accurate for most countries in the sample.



2. L ITERATURE Before describing the theory and empirics in more detail, I summarize the existing literature. This paper essentially applies an idea from “local” political economy, as practiced by economists, to international political economy. This section describes how the paper fits into these two literatures, and the contribution it aims to make. I also discuss some specific predecessors. International political economy derives “political implications from... economic models” (Rogowski, 2006). Thus, scholars examine the distributional consequences of international openness, and assume that social groups enter politics to further their interests by limiting or opening trade; in the process, they form coalitions. For instance, Rogowski (1989) uses the Stolper-Samuelson theorem to predict coalitions between capital, land and labor: in any country, relatively scarce factors will ally to oppose free trade, and relatively abundant factors to support it. Hiscox(2002b; 2002a) extends this logic, arguing that when factors are mobile within a country, broad class-based coalitions will form to influence trade policy; when factors are immobile,
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sector-specific coalitions will form. In the class-based model of Boix (2003), increased openness, specifically more capital mobility, allows for greater democracy since capital owners are less afraid of democratic redistribution. This theory can explain some of the variation in social coalitions in developed countries. Its underlying political model is that different social groups compete to influence policy, and political outcomes reflect the balance of social forces. However, in many countries and especially developing countries, politics is not an arena in which social interests compete to influence state policies. Instead, social interests are vulnerable to state predation. Because the rule of law is not entrenched, rulers cannot commit not to expropriate profits; since outcomes are not decided by fixed rules, policy lobbying would be meaningless. Indeed, this political economy has been put forward as an explanation for a long-standing anomaly in trade theory: factors such as skilled labor and capital do not flow from rich to poor countries (where they are relatively scarcer), but from poor to rich (Olson, 1996). In these settings, the distributional impacts of international openness may be secondary to the fact that openness limits rulers’ expropriation, and the political implications will be correspondingly different. For instance, consider democratization. The factor model would predict that democratization occurs when international trade conditions favour labor, since this will both strengthen the working classes’ bargaining position, and, by making the poor wealthier, reduce the rich’s fear of taxation by the median voter. (Bearce and Laks (2009) make this argument for migration flows.) But if the relevant actors are society as a whole, and the ruler or political elite, then international conditions will affect their incentives to fight over the level of democracy differently, by changing the effectiveness of alternative means to control the ruler. The idea of competition between governments is not new.2 Since Tiebout (1956), an economic literature on local government has examined whether exit alone can induce efficiency in production of public goods.3 2



Indeed: “The division of Europe into a number of independent states ... is productive of the most beneficial consequences to the liberty of mankind. A modern tyrant who should find no resistance either in his own breast, or in his people, would soon experience a gentle restraint from the example of his equals, the dread of present censure, the advice of allies, and the apprehension of his enemies. The object of his displeasure, escaping from the narrow limits of his dominions, would easily obtain, in a happier climate, a secure refuge, a new fortune adequate to his merit, the freedom of complaint, and perhaps the means of revenge.” (Gibbon, 1776) 3 Here “local” means governments with a possibility of exit. For a thorough review see Scotchmer (2002).
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The overall conclusion is negative (Westhoff, 1977; Epple and Zelenitz, 1981; Bewley, 1981). Nevertheless, “market-preserving federalism”, a form of competition between relatively independent political units, has been proposed as a necessary condition to protect developing economies from a Leviathan state (Qian and Weingast, 1997; Weingast, 1995). However, perhaps because the literature has centred on subnational governments within democratic countries, there has been little examination of how intergovernmental competition affects political forms. In other words, the full political lessons have not been drawn from these models. We need to know not just how interstate competition improves efficiency or affects redistributive policies, but also what it does to politics. This paper shows how interstate competition changes citizens’ and rulers’ demand for democracy, and draws predictions from that about the intensity of a fundamental kind of political conflict. Hirschman (1970) is an unavoidable political science predecessor. Hirschman’s work has a somewhat anomalous position: rightly respected within political science, it has nevertheless not given rise to a cohesive literature.4 For Hirschman, exit options lower the incentive to express one’s dissatisfaction; since doing so is a skill which takes time and effort to learn, too-easily available “exit” may weaken the collective exercise of “voice”. This paper argues simply that exit substitutes for voice, which is conceived of as citizens’ costless ability to remove unsatisfactory rulers; thus, competition between states reduces citizens’ demand for democracy. Hirschman’s subtler argument deserves attention, since it may illuminate the dilemmas of authoritarian states in allowing or preventing the exit of political dissidents. Empirical work on democratization has not reached definite conclusions about the effect of trade openness on democracy. Boix (2003) shows that countries with greater asset specificity (i.e. less mobility) are more likely to experience a breakdown in democracy, but not less likely to experience a democratization.5 This is loosely compatible with the argument advanced here. Colaresi and Thompson (2003) find inconsistent results. Papaioannou and Siourounis (2008) find no strong effect. Their approach involves carefully identifying episodes of democratization. That is appropriate given the democratization literature’s interest in identifying (real) democratic “transitions”. But it is also interesting and important to look at short-term instabilities and 4 5



Dowding et al. (2000) is a wide-ranging review. Models 3A and 3B, page 80.
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fluctuations. Political instability itself is conjectured to harm growth (Feng, 2005), and there is increasing interest in differentiating between stable and unstable democracies, and explaining why some countries fail to achieve stability (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2001). Here, the the approach taken is to examine a large set of changes to the level of democracy, so as to test the theory’s prediction that economies facing interstate competition will have fewer such changes – whether towards or away from greater democracy. The results support the prediction, though there is also evidence supporting that factor model. In general, horizontal and vertical conflict surely both play a role in shaping political struggle. I do not claim that globalization’s only effect is to make governments compete harder for their tax base. But this perspective does throw new light on globalization’s political effects. The conclusion discusses the substantive implications of the idea, and suggests how further research might proceed.



3. A M ODEL OF I NTERSTATE C OMPETITION To show how interstate competition affects the demand for democracy, this section develops a simple onefactor, one-country model. First, policy outputs are derived from a game between two actors, a representative citizen and a ruler. (All conflicts of interest between citizens are abstracted away in favor of the vertical conflict between citizens and rulers.) This game has two key parameters, the level of democracy d ∈ [0, 1], and the level of external competition u, which will be explained shortly. Then a first stage is introduced, in which the actors make choices affecting the level of d. The game is of complete information so the first stage does not affect the subgame perfect equilibrium of the policy game. The government output is the level of public investment. The ruler makes a costly investment L > 0. There is then an election with probability d. After the election, the (perhaps new) ruler sets a tax or rent of τ ≥ 0. (For simplicity, and to focus on the effect of asset mobility, I set no upper limit on τ, and assume no deadweight losses.) Having observed τ, Citizens can keep their assets in the country, or send them abroad; if they do they receive u. Citizen utility is −τ + f (L) where f is increasing and concave and satisfies the Inada conditions f (a) → ∞ as a → 0, f (a) → 0 as a → ∞. f (0) = 0. L could stand for different decisions. For instance, it might be a costly investment in nationbuilding or public infrastructure, perhaps financed out of earlier taxes
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that could otherwise be consumed as rent. Or it might simply represent refraining from early rent extraction, which would harm economic growth (captured by f ). Rulers, whether incumbents or newly elected, are Good with probability γ and Bad otherwise. Good rulers receive utility −τ + f (L) − L, i.e. they have the same utility as citizens, plus their cost of effort. Bad rulers receive utility τ − L: they enjoy the rents from taxation. (If citizens send assets abroad, good rulers receive u − L and bad rulers receive −L. If bad rulers are replaced, they receive −L utility.) Ruler type is observed at election time, so that elections allow bad rulers to be replaced.6 Controversy abounds as to whether democracy is a continuous or all-or-nothing variable. Here, d measures the probability that citizens can remove an unattractive incumbent. Thus, d can represent the probability of a fair election in a democracy, or the probability of a chance to revolt in a dictatorship. (One underlying model could be that leaders are removed when political activists solve a coordination problem, which they do with some probability d, and when the people support the activists.) d therefore captures something slightly broader than democracy, encompassing both natural and institutionalized ways to replace a ruler; all that is required is that sometimes, citizens and rulers will get the chance to change the level of d, as detailed in Section 3.3. The other key independent variable, u, represents political competition from other states. Its interpretation is that assets can be moved to another country, with different levels of the public good and rent extraction, for some cost. One could write u = f (LF ) − τF −C where LF and τF are policy parameters of the other country and C is the cost of moving assets.7 To understand what u means in practice, consider three neighboring countries South-East Asia. Indonesia is the world’s fourth-most populous country, with a diverse population, speaking either local languages or Indonesian. Malaysia is considerably smaller and has a larger Chinese minority. Singapore, which split from Malaysia in 1963, is a tiny city-state which thrives on international trade; Chinese are in the majority and 6Incomplete information would bring in further interesting issues, by giving bad types an incentive to mimic good types, and good



types an incentive to differentiate themselves. I ignore this aspect to show the argument’s logic at its simplest. Another approach would be to have no types, and to have the citizens reelect an incumbent only if investment was high enough, as in Ferejohn (1986). The approach here works out simpler. 7I assume that the public good in a country benefits the owners of assets employed in that country, i.e. one cannot move one’s asset abroad and enjoy the public good at home.
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English is an official language. It is fair to say that an average Indonesian worker would find it harder to exit his or her country than an average Malaysian, who would in turn find it harder than a Singaporean. Similarly, Singapore relies on footloose foreign direct investment; Malaysia does so to some degree, and Indonesia much less (UNCTAD 2009). Singapore’s capital, like its labor, is more mobile than that of Malaysia, which is more mobile than that of Indonesia. Thus, Singapore has the highest u, Malaysia has an intermediate level, and Indonesia has the lowest u. The analysis excludes the possibility that rulers themselves change u by imposing border controls, emigration restrictions and so forth. This certainly happens, but the assumption here is that some factors affecting interstate competition – such as transport costs or global capital markets – are beyond the ruler’s influence, and that many societies and economic systems make total control over emigration hard to achieve. 3.1. Ruler behaviour. After the election, good rulers choose τ = 0 and citizens migrate if u > f (L). Bad rulers choose the maximum τ that satisfies the migration constraints (if no τ does this their choice is irrelevant and τ = 0 anyway since they can extract no taxes): u = f (L) − τ, hence τ = f (L) − u. At the election, citizens reelect good rulers and only good rulers, since they extract less rent. Before the election, good types solve maxL f (L) − L, making an investment of L∗ where f 0 (L∗ ) = 1. I assume f (L∗ ) ≥ u, i.e. a good ruler can invest enough to prevent migration. Bad types solve (3.1)



max(1 − d)( f (L) − u)+ − L. L



Here, (x)+ means max{0, x}. If f (L) − u < 0 then the ruler receives no tax after the election since citizens migrate. Otherwise, f (L) − u is the tax after the election. Intuitively, democracy seems likely to increase welfare, by removing bad rulers. However, there is a counteracting force. Even bad rulers have an incentive to invest, since this efficient choice allows them to extract more rent after the election than they lose immediately. In other words, they balance the attractions of rent now against the benefits of future rents from investment now, if they remain in office. These future benefits
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decrease when d increases. This is the well-known story of the “stationary bandit” (Olson, 1993). It is particularly relevant in emerging democracies, where stable party systems have not yet evolved. Parties which can expect to regain office after losing an election may have long-term incentives to invest. (For evidence that short-termism reduces democratic performance, see Tavares and Wacziarg (2001); Collier and Hoeffler (2009) show the same effect specifically for resource-rich economies.) The bad ruler’s investment is as follows. Define Lˆ as the solution to ˆ = 1/(1 − d). f 0 (L)



(3.2)



Lˆ is decreasing in d and is no more than the socially optimal investment L∗ ; if d = 0, Lˆ = L∗ . The ruler either invests this much, or nothing. ˆ − u). Otherwise he invests 0.8 Claim 1. The bad type ruler invests Lˆ if Lˆ < (1 − d)( f (L) The bad ruler’s equilibrium investment is a function of the level of democracy, and of interstate competition. Write it as LB = LB (d, u). Observe that LB ≤ L∗ always, that LB is decreasing in d 9 and that LB = L∗ if d = 0: a completely secure dictator invests optimally in the public good, since he will be able to claw back all the benefit by extracting more rent. Insecure dictators invest less than the optimum. 3.2. Citizen welfare. Given ruler behaviour, we can now compute citizen welfare and answer the fundamental question: how do changes in u affect the tradeoff between different levels of democracy? Citizen utility is (3.3)



UCIT = γ f (L∗ ) + (1 − γ)[dγ max{ f (LB (d, u)), u} + (1 − dγ)u].



The first term gives utility from a good type leader who is always reelected. The second term gives utility from a bad type leader. dγ is the probability of the event that there is an election, and the bad ruler is replaced by a good one. If so, the good type extracts no rent and the citizens may achieve higher utility 8Proofs are in the Appendix. 9As shown in the Appendix.
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than u. Otherwise, the bad type leader always extracts rent until citizens are just indifferent between moving assets and staying where they are (or has invested so little that the citizens move assets anyway). The benefit of the good type coming in varies depending on the investment decision taken by the bad type. If this was low, perhaps because the bad type expected to be thrown out by the citizens, then even the good ruler will be unable to achieve very high citizen welfare. On the other hand, if the bad type invested more, expecting to recoup his investment, then the good ruler will be able to build on this investment and achieve high welfare. The trade-off: bad types only invest much if they are unlikely to be thrown out.



Returning to our Asian examples, each has had notable rulers. Indonesia experienced Suharto, whose rule brought economic growth but who embezzled public funds on a massive scale. Malaysia has had a democracy with a single ruling party; Mahathir bin Mohamed was Prime Minister for twenty years. Singapore, of course, has been ruled by Lee Kuan Yew, who is quoted above. If we compare the unconstrained behaviour of the two dictators, and judge by the GDP growth figures, Lee’s performance overshadows that of Suharto. The model would explain this as follows: on coming to power, Lee inherited a trading state with highly mobile capital and labor, leaving him little scope for rent extraction beyond paying his family large salaries. Suharto, by contrast, inherited a milch cow. Lee, more than Suharto, needed to develop his state’s economy in order to reap the rewards. (Of course, there are other explanations. This just illustrates the argument’s logic.)



The main predictions of this paper come from the case where bad type rulers have some incentive to make an investment. Section 3.4 discusses the other case, where external competition is so high that bad rulers prefer to make no investments. The following two Lemmas show that, in the central case, an increase in u makes democracy less appealing for the citizens. In economic terms, external competition and democracy are substitutes. Formally, the two parameters have decreasing differences for the citizens (see Ashworth and de Mesquita 2006). The reason is simple: an increase in u forces the bad ruler to extract less rent, so the benefit from democracy of replacing the bad ruler with a good one is less. However, democracy still lowers the bad ruler’s investment by the same amount. Overall, the net benefit of democracy decreases. It is easy to
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show this. Differentiating (3.3) by d gives the marginal benefit of democracy:  (3.4)



(1 − γ)γ



 ˆ −u +d f (L)







ˆ d f (L) dd



 .



Inside the square brackets, the first term is the benefit from throwing out bad rulers and replacing them by good ones. The second term is the loss caused because the bad type lowers his investment. A higher u lowers the first term but not the second. Lemma 2. If the bad ruler invests positively in equilibrium, then citizen utility has locally decreasing differences in d and u.10 This Lemma is the hinge of the argument. It states that external competition makes democracy less attractive for citizens. The bad ruler’s case is the opposite. (The good type ruler is indifferent over d since he is always reelected.) Since external competition shrinks the rent that can be extracted after the election, and democracy lowers one’s chances of getting that rent, the two are complements: more external competition makes democracy less bad. Lemma 3. If the bad ruler invests positively in equilibrium, then his utility has locally increasing differences in d and u. It is also decreasing in d. 3.3. Changes in the level of democracy. If citizens would gain from democracy but rulers would lose, the level of democracy will be decided by a costly struggle between citizens and rulers. If so, the two Lemmas above show that a higher level of external competition will make both sides’ stakes lower. Citizens will gain less from achieving an increase in democracy, and rulers will lose less from granting it; rulers will gain less, and citizens will lose less, from lowering the level of democracy. It is natural to conclude that there will then be fewer changes in d. This is not logically necessary: sometimes stability is ensured by strong opposing forces. However, it is likely if increasing effort by both sides makes politics more volatile – for example, if sometimes either side has chance or informational advantages that the other side cannot counterbalance. The 10Here “locally decreasing differences” means that decreasing differences holds on an open interval around the equilibrium values



of d and u.
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simplest framework to show this is as follows: before the policy game starts, either rulers get an opportunity to decrease d by some small amount, at a stochastic cost which is distributed with support on [0, ∞), or citizens, after observing the ruler’s type, get an opportunity to increase d by a small amount, for a similar stochastic cost. Then, Lemma 3 shows that bad type rulers will take fewer of these opportunities when u is high, since the benefit of a decrease in democracy is smaller for higher u. Similarly, Lemma 2 shows that when u is high the benefit to citizens of an increase in d is smaller, so citizens will take fewer of these opportunities.11 The next Proposition follows immediately.12 Proposition 4. If the bad ruler invests positively in equilibrium, a small increase in external competition u results in fewer increases and fewer decreases in the level of democracy d. A small decrease in external competition results in more increases and decreases to d. The Asian cases illustrate this point. Figure 1 shows yearly changes in Polity IV over the postwar period in the three countries. Singapore has been completely stable – there have been no internal revolutions or coups since independence. Malaysia experienced a drop in its score in 1969, after a race riot led to the introduction of repressive laws and a never-lifted state of emergency. Indonesia’s graph reflects its political turbulence: increasing repression under Sukarno, followed by the bloody anti-Communist purge of the 1960s and the rise of Suharto, and a democratic revolution in the wake of the Asian financial crisis. The countries most exposed to interstate competition have seen the least internal turmoil. [Figure 1 about here.] Proposition 4 makes no prediction about the relative size of the effect of external competition on increases and decreases in d; that will depend on the political opportunity structure. For example, if opportunities for the ruler to reduce d never arrive, but there are many opportunities for citizens to push for greater democracy, then external competition will have little effect on decreases in d, but a large effect on increases in d. 11I assume that d never reaches levels where both citizens and rulers prefer lower d. 12



The argument could also be phrased in terms of a supermodular game. Suppose that citizens and rulers simultaneously exert effort to increase (decrease) democracy, and that each player’s best response effort level increases in the other’s effort. Then the game will be supermodular and have decreasing differences between both players’ effort and u. As a result, both sides’ effort will be higher when u is low. A reasonable assumption would then be that higher effort levels from both players increase the chance of some change, up or down, in d.
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3.4. Extractive rulers and state collapse. Although it is not the focus of the empirics, the case when bad rulers make zero investment is also interesting. Here, external competition is so high that no investment by the bad ruler can reach it, and still be more profitable in expectation than simply choosing zero investment. This is a situation of state collapse, followed by massive emigration. The past decade’s events in Zimbabwe are a good example. Mugabe’s government pillaged firmland and gave it to their supporters, while debasing the currency; as a result, an estimated 3.4 million people left Zimbabwe, out of a population of about 10 million (Meldrum, 2007). I do not investigate the comparative statics of citizen welfare with democracy in this case. This would be stretching the model beyond its intended purpose. (The benefit of democracy in these situations is that replacement rulers may begin to make their own investments over longer periods, which is not possible in the framework here.) The straightforward effect of u on citizen utility is more interesting, however. Rewrite Claim 1’s condition for 0 investment as (3.5)



ˆ − u] − Lˆ ≤ 0. (1 − d)[ f (L)



When (3.5) holds, citizen utility conditional on a bad type incumbent, is u; since bad rulers always lead to asset mobility, it helps if asset mobility is better. But if we decrease u some more, until (3.5) holds with ˆ Furthermore, at such a crossover point, Lˆ > equality, there is a jump from 0 investment to investment of L. ˆ + (1 − dγ)u. 0.13 Therefore, using the relevant part of (3.3), conditional citizen utility also jumps to dγ f (L) Thus, interstate competition is no panacea. While reasonable levels of competition may discipline rulers and force them to invest, too strong competition encourages a strategy of plunder, and may results in the disruption of state collapse. This suggests an interesting explanation for the problems of Zimbabwe, and perhaps of some Central American countries: their closeness to richer rivals (a resurgent South Africa; the US) may be damaging them by destroying any incentives for responsible government. It also raises practical questions for projects like the Charter Cities Foundation: how could successful new statelets be designed to help, not harm, their established neighbors? 13Shown in the Appendix.
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4. E VIDENCE Proposition 4 predicts more changes both towards and away from democracy when external competition is low.



14



This gives the following hypotheses:



Hypothesis 1a. Democratic reforms will be more likely when states are insulated from external competition. Hypothesis 1b. Changes away from democracy will be more likely when states are insulated from external competition. I test these on a panel of states between 1950 and 2006.15 4.1. Empirical Design. To measure changes towards and away from democracy, I used changes to the Polity IV democracy score. My focus is different from most empirical work on democratization, which tries to determine what counts as a “true” democratization episode. Here, even temporary instability is of interest, since it indicates conflict over the level of democracy. Polity IV’s continuous nature makes it more sensitive to small changes than the Freedom House or Przeworski et al. (2000) indicators. A pair of dummy variables were created for each country-year, which were 1 if the country’s Polity score increased (decreased) in that year. These variables do not distinguish between top-down reforms and revolutionary changes. Since reforms may be made under the threat of revolution, it is appropriate to include them in the analysis: the model predicts the incidence of changes in d, not how they are brought about. The independent variable of interest is external competition (u). This is not directly measurable, so valid proxies are needed. I used two. First, to measure potential capital mobility, I proxied u with Trade openness (imports plus exports divided by GDP). This is closely related to capital mobility, since to import goods one must move currency out of the country, and since economies which are integrated with the international trading system will have more channels for moving assets between countries. Measuring labor mobility is more difficult, since good migration statistics do not exist for most countries. I created an initial shortlist of candidate variables as follows. GDP of neighbouring countries is a close 14I assume that the case of state collapse in Section (3.4) is the exception, not the rule. 15Data sources are given in the Appendix.
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measure of u, since the movement of both capital and labor between countries correlates with the distance between countries. GDP of countries sharing a common language should measure u if a shared language makes migration easier. Two other variables are plausibly exogenous to the political process: Distance to migration destinations16, and Landlocked status, since landlocked countries are less integrated into the world trade system. Both of these should negatively correlate with u. This initial shortlist was tested by regressing average values over 1950-2006 against each country’s total emigrant stock in 2000, as a proportion of that country’s population in 2000.17 As controls, I included Population, GDP, country area (Size), the Polity IV measure of democratization and its square.18 Since initial exploration revealed substantial heterogeneity between regions, I tested the robustness of these measures by running the same regression on individual continents (apart from Oceania and Europe, which had insufficient degrees of freedom), on the world excluding OECD countries, on poor, middle and rich country-years (defined by terciles of GDP), and on early (pre-1980) and late (1980 onward) averages of the values. Results are shown in Table 2. The heterogeneity is striking. All the shortlist variables apart from population and destination distance change sign at least once. I therefore created Predicted migration as the predicted value of migrant stock over population, from a regression using only logged population and destination distance. This variable was my second measure of u. Destination distance is plausibly exogenous to the political process. Population may not be (cf. Przeworski et al. (2000)), but any reverse causality is likely to work against the predictions: political instability is likely to cause emigration and lower the population, weakening any observed correlation of high population with political instability.19 [Table 2 about here] 16Specifically, mean distance to the top 20 migration destinations in Parsons et al. (2007), weighted by total number of immigrants to



those countries and excluding ex-USSR countries. In earlier versions, rather than distance to migration destinations, I used distance to the OECD. This proved to be a worse predictor of migrant stocks; results of the main regressions were similar. 17The theoretical model has zero mobility in equilibrium. In an extension available on request, costs of moving vary among citizens. The conclusions of the model continue to hold, and actual mobility positively correlates with u. Of course, many other factors such as war also influence both migration and capital mobility. 18 The regression was in logs apart from landlocked status, OECD distance and the Polity measures. 19Results are anyway robust to including only destination distance as a predictor of migration.
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Using these measures of u I ran logit regressions, of the form



kit = α + β uit + Xit γ + εit . Here kit is the logged odds of a change either to or away from democracy. For regressions of changes away from democracy, the dummy Xit are controls and εit is an error term.
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Hypotheses 1a and 1b predict that β will be negative. For controls I included logged GDP, one year lags of Polity and its square, and average Polity IV measure for countries within 1000 miles (Nbr polity), since democracies have been hypothesized to cause democratization among their neighbours. Following Beck, Katz and Tucker (1998), I also included natural splines of time since last change to and from democracy in Polity IV, and a natural spline for the year. This is a demanding regression specification: much of the effect of any shared changes in u, such as the general increase in trade openness over our period, will be captured by the year spline. Since OECD countries are almost all stable democracies, I excluded these countries from the analysis. 4.2. Results. Results are reported in Table 3, columns 1-4. Trade openness is negatively associated with changes towards and away from democracy. Predicted migration is negatively associated with changes to and away from democracy, though marginal significance is only achieved for changes towards democracy. [Table 3 about here] Countries may have unobserved characteristics that make them more or less prone to changes in the level of democracy. Controlling for these means running fixed effects regressions. These use only variation over time within each country to estimate the β s, which reduces efficiency. Columns 5-6 show fixed effects regressions for trade.21 Since many variables used in the literature to predict democratic transitions, including 20It would be more correct to run a multinomial regression using three categories (change to democracy, change away from democ-



racy, no change), but routines are not available for all specifications. Where multinomial regression routines are available, results are not substantially different. I also tried GEE regressions using an AR1 error structure. Again results were unchanged, and in all cases the α coefficient measuring the lag of the error term was not significantly different from 0. 21The within-country variance of predicted migration is so small that fixed effects regressions would be pointless: regressing predicted migration on country dummies alone gives an R2 of 0.974.
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ethnolinguistic fractionalization, inequality, oil, and Islam, are stable over time (or time-varying data is not available), the country fixed effects are likely to account for much of their power. The estimated effects of trade openness increase and remain significant under this specification. Indeed, the underlying process of political change may be heterogenous across time and space. To further check the robustness of these results, I reran the analyses on restricted samples: on each continent (excluding Oceania), for years before 1980 and years 1980-2006, and on the subset of countries that became independent after 1950. Table 4 shows the coefficients and standard errors for Trade and Predicted migration, for each subsample.22 The effect of trade openness is quite robust across time and space, being almost always correctly signed and often significant even in these smaller samples. The same holds for the effect of predicted migration on the probability of transitions to democracy, while the effect on transitions to dictatorship is less clear. [Table 4 about here] The negative correlation of trade openness with changes in democracy may not be causal, since political instability could plausibly reduce trade. The ideal solution would be to use instrumental variables so as to avoid endogeneity. However, many of the standard instruments for trade, such as those from the gravity model, cannot be seen as exogenous to democratic stability, in the required technical sense of being uncorrelated with the error term, in the light of the theory. For instance, distance to other countries affects trade openness but is also hypothesized above to have a direct effect on democratic stability. Another possibility is to use a lagged value of trade openness. This avoids endogeneity only if political instability is not too persistent over time. Otherwise, lagged openness will be caused by early political instability which will also cause later political instability. With this caveat, Table 5 shows the effect of trade openness on transitions, instrumenting trade openness with a 10 year lag.23 Columns 3 and 4 use country fixed effects. While trade’s negative effect on changes towards democracy remains robust, its effect on changes away from democracy does not, and is marginally significant in the wrong direction in the fixed effects specification. 22



Full results are available on request. Following Angrist and Krueger (2001) I use a probability linear model, so these coefficients are not directly comparable with the previous ones. Results are substantially the same when using an instrumental variables probit. 23
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[Table 5 about here] Overall, there is a robust negative correlation between trade openness and changes towards democracy, both within and between countries, and a less robust negative correlation between trade openness and changes away from democracy. There is also weak evidence – so far – that countries with high predicted migration are less likely to experience changes away from democracy.



4.3. Comparing the factor theory. As discussed in Section 2, existing work examines factor mobility’s effects on different social groups. This is surely part of the story. The factor theory gives the following predictions. First, increasing international trade benefits abundant factors relative to scarce factors. When labor is abundant, increasing trade benefits labor. This increases the bargaining strength of workers. It also makes workers richer relative to capitalists and landowners, making the pre-tax income distribution more equal, so that the rich are less afraid that a democratic majority will set a high tax rate. Both effects increase the likelihood of democratization and decrease the chance of shifts away from democracy. When labor is scarce the effect will be the opposite, weakening and impoverishing labor and leading to shifts away from democracy. Migration, on the other hand, always benefits labor, since by definition it is the possibility of labor to exit: wages are driven up to compete internationally. (The direct political effect of the change in the absolute number of workers is less clear, however. Bearce and Laks (2009) argue informally that migration benefits labor politically when labor is abundant.) This section extends the empirical model to take account of trade and migration’s potential effects on intergroup bargaining. To do so, I cross my measures of u with Population Density, a measure of the land/labor ratio in a given country. The models thus becomes



kit = α + β uit + Xit γ + δ pit + ζ pit uit + εit where p is population density, and the marginal effect of u is given by β + ζ pit . Regression tables are not very informative in this specification (Braumoeller 2004; Ai and Norton 2003), so instead I graph marginal effects of u over different levels of population density in Figure 2.
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[Figure 2 about here] For trade openness, population density has little effect: 95% confidence intervals always overlap the marginal effect from the model without the cross. The interaction effects are not significant. For predicted migration, the cross has a large effect. As the factor model predicts, when labor is abundant (population density is high), predicted migration increases the chance of democratizations. However, the effect when labor is scarce is significantly negative, in line with the vertical theory. Also, as forecast by the vertical theory but not by the factor theory, predicted migration leads to fewer shifts away from democracy when labor is scarce. When labor is abundant, the effect may go in the other direction. This would be a puzzle for both theories, but the result is not strong since the sample contains few countries with such high population densities. While the trade regressions support only the vertical model, the migration regressions are consistent with the interpretation that both the factor model and the vertical model have some explanatory power. External competition reduces the pressure for democracy to restrain the ruler, but also reduces capitalists’ and landowners’ fears of democratization, and increases workers’ bargaining power. The last two effects dominate when labor is abundant. The first effect dominates when it is scarce, and for the majority of population densities in the sample. Indeed, introducing the factor model actually strengthens the basic result for these countries, moving predicted migration from a borderline significant predictor of political change to a strongly significant one for much of the sample.



4.4. Interpretation. To sum up, evidence from the postwar period supports the claim that factor mobility affects politics by increasing competition between states’ rulers. The effects are substantively important as well as statistically significant. Using the models in columns 1-4 of Table 3, a move from the first to the third quartile of Trade openness, holding other variables at their medians, reduces the predicted probability of a change towards democracy in a given year from 15.6% to 11.9%, and the predicted probability of a change towards dictatorship from 4.7% to 3.5%. Similarly, a move from the first to the third quartile of Predicted migration reduces these predicted probabilities from 13.2% to 11.4%, and 4.8% to 4.4%, respectively.
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The results are clearest for transitions towards democracy. These happen less often when states are open to trade, or have high predicted migration levels because they are small and close to major migration destinations. For the migration variable, this is highly likely to be an exogenous, causal effect. It is harder to guarantee exogeneity for the trade openness variable, but the result is robust to instrumenting with a 10 year lag. Furthermore, the same basic pattern holds within a range of different geographic regions and time periods. The evidence that trade openness and predicted migration lead to fewer changes away from democracy is not so clear. However, introducing an interaction effect with population density reveals that, for most countries in the sample, there are significantly fewer shifts away from democracy when predicted migration is high. Without minimizing the scientific problems of cross-country regression24, these results are broadly positive.



5. C ONCLUSION In the political economy literature to date, globalization has been understood as a process which benefits some groups in society and harms others, leading to class or factor coalitions which seek to extend or mitigate its effects. This leaves out an important part of the story, which is that factor mobility forces states – specifically, states’ rulers – to compete more in providing services to those under their rule. This paper examines the political implications, arguing that interstate competition substitutes for internal competition. When democracy has costs as well as benefits – as may be the case in many developing countries – increasing external competition will alter the tradeoffs for citizens, lowering their demand for democracy so that there is more political stability but also less democratization. When democracy has been established in a country, the same logic lowers rulers’ incentives to attempt antidemocratic coups, since their level of rents will be limited even in an autocracy by external competition. Overall, there is simply less to fight over when interstate competition constrains the sovereign. The evidence from the postwar period is consistent with this theory. States which are subject to high levels of external competition do indeed seem to have fewer shifts in the level of democracy. In particular they have fewer increases in the level of democracy. 24See e.g. Levine and Renelt (1992); Rodriguez and Rodrik (1999); Brock and Durlauf (2001) on the cross-country economic



growth literature.
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Is this good or bad news? The framework here treats both kinds of competition as affecting the welfare of a representative citizen. Even on a welfarist view, there is clearly much more to say. Democracy may have benefits (or costs) that are not captured in the model: it may change the mix of public goods provided, or increase citizens’ satisfaction with policies that do not affect economic growth, or the democratic process itself may increase happiness (Frey and Stutzer, 2000). Besides, collective self-rule arguably has moral properties beyond its effect on welfare (Pettit, 1999). So there are legitimate worries about the substitution of external for internal competition. On the other hand, if democratic systems are means rather than ends, then external competition may provide a valuable substitute, allowing people to escape bad rulers rather than replace them. It may even provide a way for rulers to credibly commit to limiting their level of expropriation, solving a fundamental problem of economic development (North and Weingast, 1989).



A more troubling question is whether, in future, the same forces might apply even to established democracies. Although the theory predicts that external competition makes political systems of any kind, including democracies, more stable, there could still be a “hollowing out” of democracy, if voting with one’s feet replaces voting in elections: for instance, real power might increasingly leak from parliaments to technocrats. Whatever its welfare effects, this would provide a serious challenge to democratic cultures’ self-conceptions and values. This paper’s perspective on globalization leads naturally to the question, but providing an answer is beyond its scope.



For political scientists, the view of globalization as heightened competition between state apparatuses leads to further interesting research possibilities. In particular, future work could focus on integrating redistribution and agency concerns. How do elites weigh the risks of unconstrained dictatorship against those of taxation by the poor under democracy, and how does their exit option affect this trade-off? Another development would be to analyse how and when rulers choose to increase the costs of exit, for instance by limiting visas, imposing capital controls or policing their borders. Lastly, there are cases where factor mobility seems linked to political pathologies. For instance, in Fiji, ethnic tensions may have been exacerbated by the ease of exit (if it is easy to leave, it may also be easy to force others out); while in Zimbabwe, as described in Section
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3.4, the mass exodus of workers to South Africa may have pushed rulers towards a strategy of short-term plunder. Qualitative case studies would help develop our understanding of these more complex dynamics.
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A PPENDIX : P ROOFS I first prove that the bad type ruler invests either Lˆ or 0. Proof. Lˆ is the interior maximizer of (1 − d)( f (L) − u) − L. If L > 0 and f (L) − u ≤ 0 then the ruler receives ˆ then by concavity of (3.1), the ruler could −L utility and would prefer to set L = 0. Otherwise, if L > L, ˆ then by concavity, the ruler could increase L and reduce L a little and increase his expected utility; if L < L, 



increase his utility.



Using this I prove Claim 1: Proof. From (3.1), investing Lˆ gives ˆ − u)+ − Lˆ (1 − d)( f (L) while investing 0 gives (1 − d)(−u)+ . ˆ ˆ Lˆ > Lˆ and (1−d)(1−u) respectively. Since (1−d) f (L)− If u ≤ 0 then these become (1−d)(1−u+ f (L))− ˆ 0 by the definition of Land by concavity of f , Lˆ gives more utility. ˆ the two expressions become −Lˆ and 0 respectively; investing 0 is preferred since costly effort If u > f (L) will not prevent migration. ˆ then the expressions are (1 − d)( f (L) ˆ − u) − Lˆ and 0. Rearranging gives the condition in the If 0 < u < f (L) Claim. ˆ and that if u ≤ 0 (and Lˆ > 0) then (1 − d)( f (L) ˆ − u) > Lˆ then u ≤ f (L), ˆ − Lastly I show that if (1 − d)( f (L) ˆ Therefore, the condition in the Claim covers all three cases. u) > L. ˆ since otherwise (1 − d)( f (L) ˆ − u) > Lˆ then u ≤ f (L), ˆ − u) < 0 ≤ L. ˆ If u ≤ 0 and Lˆ > 0 then If (1 − d)( f (L) ˆ − u) ≥ (1 − d) f (L) ˆ > L. ˆ The second inequality holds because Lˆ solves f 0 (L) ˆ = 1/(1 − d) and (1 − d)( f (L) f is strictly concave.
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I next show that LB (d, u) is decreasing in d and that there is a discontinuous jump downwards at the crossover point from investing Lˆ to investing 0.



Proof. First remember that Lˆ is decreasing in d. Next, recall that zero investment occurs when Lˆ ≥ (1 − ˆ − u]. This is true when u is high enough; it is then no longer worthwhile for the ruler to invest. It is d)[ f (L) also true for high enough d. To see this, differentiate the LHS of (3.5) with respect to d to give ˆ u − f (L). ˆ = 1/(1 − d).) This expression increases in d. If u > 0, when (The effects of d on Lˆ cancel out since f 0 (L) d is high enough it will be positive, so that an increase in d increases the LHS of (3.5); but if so (3.5) must ˆ − u]. For lower values of d it becomes negative (since as d → 0, hold in any case, since Lˆ ≥ 0 ≥ (1 − d)[ f (L) Lˆ → L∗ , and f (L∗ ) > u), and if so a further decrease in d will increase the LHS of (3.5) and may make the ˆ (Indeed, at d = 1 (3.5) inequality false. Also, at the crossover point, Lˆ > 0 unless d = 1, by definition of L. always holds with equality.) But if there is another crossover point, it must have d < 1. Hence Lˆ > 0 at the crossover point. Thus, for given u, either LB (d, u) = 0 always, or LB (d, u) starts at L∗ , decreases until the inequality holds, at which point Lˆ is positive, and thereafter is constant at 0.







Finally the Lemmas are proved.



Proof of Lemma 2.



Proof. When the bad ruler invests positively, LB = Lˆ > 0. From Claim 1 it can be seen that this holds for an open subset of the parameters u and d. So we can set LB = Lˆ on an open subset around any given d and u. ˆ = f (LB ) by the conditions in Claim 1, citizen utility can be rewritten as Since u < f (L) γ f (L∗ ) + (1 − γ)[dγ f (LB (d, u)) + (1 − dγ)u]
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Differentiating this by d gives the expression in (3.4). Differentiating again by u gives ∂ 2UCIT = −(1 − γ)γ < 0, ∂ d∂ u since Lˆ is constant in u. The negative cross-partial suffices to show decreasing differences.







Proof of Lemma 3. ˆ − u) − L, ˆ since f (L) ˆ − u by the conProof. From (3.1), the ruler’s utility can be written UB = (1 − d)( f (L) ditions for positive investment in Claim 1. As before, this holds on an open interval around our parameters. Differentiating this first by u then by d gives



∂ 2UB ∂ d∂ u



= 1 > 0, which shows increasing differences. To show



that UB is decreasing in d, apply the Envelope Theorem:



∂UB ∂d



ˆ − u) < 0. = −( f (L)
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TABLES AND F IGURES



Variable



Definition



Source



Polity



POLITY2 score



Polity IV 2008 dataset (Marshall, Jaggers and Gurr, 2009)



Note: Periods of anarchy (-77 in POLITY1) were coded as missing Emigrants



Total emigrant stock, 2000



Global Migrant Origin Database (Parsons et al., 2007)



GDP



Real GDP per capita



Gleditsch (2002) via QOG dataset (Teorell, Holmberg and Rothstein, 2008)



Population



Country population



Penn World Tables 6.2 (Heston, Summers and Aten, 2006)



Size



Country area



cshapes dataset (Weidmann, Kuse and Gleditsch, 2010)



Trade



Exports+imports/GDP, current prices



Exports & imports: Gleditsch via QOG GDP: World Development Indicators (World Bank 2009)



Distances



Distance to pre-1990 OECD member/colonizing country



cshapes dataset



Note: Capital distances were used Common language Countries with a common language



CEPII dyad data (CEPII 2009)



Landlocked



CEPII dyad data



Country has no sea border



TABLE 1. Data sources
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Africa 15.7 (2.14) 0.0158 (0.0771) -0.361 (-2.64) 0.0165 (0.16) -0.0519 (-1.22) -0.0205 (-2.53) 0.259 (1.35) -0.988 (-1.24) -0.000309 (-2.88) 0.0788 (0.286)



Americas -86.9 (-2) 0.277 (0.546) -0.294 (-1.63) -0.172 (-1.31) -0.00221 (-0.0475) -0.00747 (-1.11) 0.355 (0.583) 10.6 (2.13) -0.0000884 (-0.641) – –



Asia 5.49 (1.83) 0.445 (2.08) -0.057 (-0.267) -0.189 (-1.31) 0.0395 (1.39) -0.0106 (-2.18) -0.363 (-1.02) 0.41 (1.53) -0.000354 (-2.83) 0.903 (1.53)



Exc. OECD 6.28 (2.73) 0.126 (0.924) -0.156 (-1.8) -0.16 (-2.43) 0.0511 (2.81) -0.0107 (-3.15) 0.122 (0.836) 0.165 (0.698) -0.000282 (-4.43) 0.135 (0.55)



Poor -0.845 (-0.222) 0.518 (1.26) -0.364 (-2.55) 0.036 (0.314) 0.0124 (0.259) -0.00455 (-0.659) 0.236 (0.989) 0.399 (1.06) -0.000213 (-1.66) 0.259 (0.852)



Mid 20.9 (3.63) -1.55 (-2.53) -0.165 (-1.23) -0.276 (-2.37) 0.0292 (1.14) -0.00701 (-1.35) 0.593 (2.22) -0.37 (-0.941) -0.0000865 (-0.89) -0.79 (-1.96)



TABLE 2. Coefficients for regressions on log(total emigrants/2000 population). T-values in parentheses.



World (Intercept) 7.34 (3.66) Log GDP 0.0628 (0.498) Log population -0.215 (-2.83) Log size -0.131 (-2.26) Polity 0.0369 (2.57) Sq. Polity -0.0114 (-3.98) Log nbr. GDP 0.14 (1.01) Log com. lang. GDP 0.0602 (0.311) Destination distance -0.000235 (-4.44) Landlocked -0.00571 (-0.0266)



Rich 16 (2.51) -0.247 (-0.468) -0.166 (-0.896) -0.186 (-1.82) 0.0387 (1.19) -0.00569 (-0.735) -0.141 (-0.485) -0.349 (-0.86) -0.000201 (-1.98) 0.44 (0.83)
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Effect on changes towards... (Intercept) Log GDP Polity Polity2 Nbr polity Log trade Predicted migration



... democracy



... dictatorship



... democracy



... dictatorship



-2.497 * (1.041) -0.006 (0.080) -0.094 *** (0.014) -0.017 *** (0.003) 0.047 ** (0.016) -0.339 ** (0.104)



-1.710 (1.451) -0.059 (0.177) 0.109 *** (0.020) -0.027 *** (0.003) -0.014 (0.021) -0.323 ** (0.118)



-0.325 (0.732) -0.092 (0.080) -0.080 *** (0.014) -0.015 *** (0.003) 0.045 ** (0.014)



0.107 (1.350) -0.154 (0.160) 0.104 *** (0.018) -0.027 *** (0.003) -0.013 (0.022)



-0.188 † (0.112) 4405 119 2136.911 2520.341 -1008.456



-0.093 (0.130) 4405 119 1373.059 1756.489 -626.530



... democracy



... dictatorship



-1.174 ** (0.359) -0.192 *** (0.028) -0.012 ** (0.004) 0.025 (0.024) -0.510 ** (0.183)



0.002 (0.397) 0.228 *** (0.033) -0.028 *** (0.005) 0.051 (0.039) -0.521† (0.267)



N 3200 3200 3200 3200 N countries 114 114 114 114 AIC 1646.242 1071.007 BIC 2010.497 1435.261 log L -763.121 -475.503 Wald 94 (14 df) 132 (14 df) Clustered standard errors in parentheses † significant at p < .10; ∗ p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001 Omitted: splines of year and of time since last shift to/from democracy, fixed effects (columns 5-6)



TABLE 3. Regressions of changes in Polity IV
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Effect of predicted migration on changes



Subsample



... to democracy



... to dictatorship



... to democracy



... to dictatorship



Africa



-0.552 * (0.238) -0.191 (0.678)



0.081 (0.362) -1.15 (0.77)



-0.132 (0.262) -0.784 (0.498)



-0.601 (0.438) -1.23 (0.817) -0.436 (0.306) -0.514 * (0.215)



-0.86 (0.527) -0.695 (0.59) -0.328 (0.467) -0.0534 (0.322)



-0.0729 (0.210) -0.78 + (0.434) -1.91 * (0.849) -0.164 (0.190) -0.592 ** (0.181) 0.00318 (0.140) 0.00552 (0.154)



Americas Europe Asia 1950-79 1980-2006 New countries



0.108 (0.218) -0.215 (0.182) 0.057 (0.168) -0.0184 (0.191)



Notes: Clustered standard errors in parentheses.† significant at p < .10; ∗ p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001. Regressions on trade openness included fixed effects. 3 European regressions did not converge.



TABLE 4. Regressions for subsamples
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Effect of trade openness on changes... (Intercept) Log GDP Polity Sq. polity Nbr polity Log trade N N countries χ2



... to democracy



... to dictatorship



... to democracy (FE)



... to dictatorship (FE)



28.163 (26.04) -0.001 (0.01) 0.005*** (0.00) -0.002*** (0.00) -0.000 (0.00) -0.027+ (0.01) 2157 92 129.325



37.248+ (21.39) -0.000 (0.00) -0.002** (0.00) -0.000 (0.00) 0.002* (0.00) 0.007 (0.01) 2157 92 39.398



-79.857+ (45.79) -0.022 (0.03) 0.022*** (0.00) -0.003*** (0.00) 0.005 (0.00) -0.344* (0.16) 2157 92 432.062



85.087** (31.36) -0.042+ (0.02) -0.010*** (0.00) -0.000 (0.00) -0.001 (0.00) 0.188+ (0.11) 2157 92 194.325



Notes: Standard errors in parentheses (clustered for cols 1-2). Cols 3-4 included country fixed effects. †



significant at p < .10; ∗ p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001.



TABLE 5. Instrumental variables regressions
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F IGURE 2. Marginal effects of trade openness and predicted migration, by population density. The effect is for a change from the 1st to the 3rd quartile in u. 95% confidence intervals are plotted. The dotted line shows the estimated marginal effect for the model without a cross term. Density plots of actual log population density for the sample are shown in grey.
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